Directional solidification studies have been conducted using Pb-Bi peritectic alloys over a wide range of compositions, temperature gradients, and growth velocities to characterize the primary α-to primary β-phase transitions, which have been observed at both very low and very high velocities. The critical conditions for these transitions correspond to the simultaneous growth of the α and β phases at or close to a single isotherm. The low velocity transition occurs under very specific conditions of composition, temperature gradient, and growth velocity. Since the transition conditions are composition dependent, they change continuously under terrestrial conditions where rejected solute is convectively mixed into the liquid. Detailed experimental studies have been carried out to examine the phase selection in the immediate vicinity of the critical velocity for the α to β transition, and the effect of convection on this transition is examined experimentally in the Pb-Bi system. The dynamic condition, at which both phases are present at the same isotherm, was shown to depend not only on velocities, temperature gradients, and bulk (nominal) alloy compositions, but also on the volume fractions of solid. A quantitative expression for the α-to β-phase transition condition was obtained by using the boundary layer model of fluid flow, which showed good agreement with the experimental results. It is shown that the transition occurs at the volume fraction where the bulk composition reaches the critical composition value predicted by the diffusive model. The modification in the microstructure map for the trailing planar or nonplanar β phase is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
DESPITE the widespread commercial use of peritectic alloys (e.g., steels, brass, bronze, intermetallic compounds, cobalt-based superalloys, and A 3 B-type superconductors), the characterization of the microstructural development during directional solidification of peritectics has historically lagged behind similar efforts directed toward other types of binary invariant reactions such as eutectic or monotectic. A wide variety of possible microstructures has been shown to form in peritectic systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] depending upon the imposed temperature gradient, G, in the liquid at the interface, the growth velocity, V, the initial composition of the alloy, C 0 , as well as the presence or absence of convection in the melt. This could have important technological implications since many advanced materials exhibit peritectics and processing methods such as casting and welding often involve widely changing conditions.
Microstructural development in peritectic systems has been studied experimentally, focusing on the interface morphology of the primary ␣ phase. [1, 2, 3] The second phase, which we shall call the peritectic phase, i.e., phase ␤ in Figure 1 , has generally been assumed to form behind the leading interface through the peritectic reaction. However, the peritectic reaction requires diffusion in the solid, a relatively slow process, so that at faster growth rates, the peritectic ␤ phase forms directly from the liquid and not through the peritectic reaction. Under these conditions, when the primary ␣ phase forms cells or dendrites, the peritectic ␤ phase that forms in the interdendritic or intercellular region can exhibit planar, cellular, or dendritic morphology. Experimental studies by Fuh [4] have shown that for small G/V values, both primary and peritectic phases grow dendritically, side by side, with the peritectic solid dendrites lagging behind the primary ␣ dendrites or both dendrites can grow at the same isotherm. As V decreased, or G/V increased, the peritectic solid in between the primary dendrites undergoes a transition from dendritic to cellular growth. With further decrease in velocity, the primary solid also undergoes a dendritic to cellular transition. Within the composition range C p␣ and C p , the relative positions of the primary and peritectic phase fronts can be described by the distance, , which will decrease as the velocity is decreased. At certain critical velocity, goes to 0, so that the ␤ phase will become aligned with the ␣ phase. Below this critical velocity, either the ␤ phase may prevail or a banded structure may form that consists of alternating bands of single-phase primary and peritectic solids. [2, 9] The mechanisms of and conditions required for the formation of peritectic solid dendrites, cells, or planar growth in between the primary solid dendrites and the transitions between these structures have not been investigated properly. Although a microstructure map, based on the normal change in microstructure encountered with single-phase solidification is proposed, [2] the situation is more complex since the formation of the ␤ phase in intercellular or the interdendritic region is controlled by the diffusion field set up by the solidifying primary ␣ phase.
Precise interpretations of experimental studies at low velocities have been difficult due to the presence of convection. Most peritectic alloy systems are composed of dissimilar metals possessing large density differences that cause convection, which alters the stability of primary growth front by altering the diffusion fields ahead of the peritectic phase, thereby modifying the morphology of the peritectic solid. Since the transition conditions are composition dependent, they change continuously, under terrestrial conditions, where rejected lighter solute is convectively mixed into the remaining liquid as solidification progresses.
For vertically upward solidification by the Bridgman method, the convection effect depends on whether the density gradient in the liquid at the interface is positive or negative. The effect of convection for both these cases on the interface configuration has been discussed by Trivedi et al. [17] For the case in which the rejected solute is denser, or the density gradient in the liquid at the interface is negative, a radial segregation occurs due to the presence of a radial temperature gradient that is inherent in the Bridgman growth technique. [18, 19] This radial composition variation has been shown to cause the interface to become convex. [20, 21, 22] In this case, the microstructural features vary along the radial direction. An approximate interpretation of these results has been obtained by considering the local microstructure and the local composition by Trivedi et al. [21] for a single phase and for a eutectic growth in the Al-Cu system, and by Dobler et al. [16] for peritectic growth in the Fe-Ni system. However, the interpretation based on local condition is not accurate since Lee et al. [23] have shown that the fluid flow also enhances the mass transport in the liquid so that a larger value of the effective diffusion coefficient needs to be used. This effective diffusion coefficient is not constant but varies along the radial direction. [23] Consequently, a quantitative interpretation of these results is possible only if the variations in composition as well as in the effective diffusion coefficient in the radial direction are known precisely.
When the rejected solute is lighter, a positive density gradient will be present in the liquid at the interface. The rejection of the lighter solute can result in a significant fluid motion due to double diffusive instability, first shown by Coriell et al. [24] and subsequently discussed by Le Marek et al. [25] and Solomon et al. [26] The double-diffusive mode of convection gives homogeneous solute segregation in the radial direction, except near the walls of the sample, and diffusion occurs within a hydrodynamic boundary layer near the interface with complete mixing outside this layer. [17] This complete mixing increases the bulk composition in the alloy with fraction solidified, which can be determined from the global mass balance. In this case, the effect of convection can be described by the boundary layer model, first proposed by Nernst [27] and later used successfully by Burton et al. [28] in predicting the segregation profile in crystal growth. This boundary layer model allows one to quantitatively examine the effect of convection on microstructure formation.
The aim of this article is to present results of directional solidification experiments in the Pb-Bi system in which the rejected solute, Bi, is lighter, and to examine the effect of convection on microstructure selection by using the boundary layer model. The validity of the boundary layer model for the Pb-Bi system has been confirmed by Karma et al. , [14] who modeled the dynamics of planar front growth in the presence of convection and showed that the composition profile in the Pb-Bi system ahead of a planar primary ␣ phase is strongly influenced by the fluid flow and the experimental results could be explained quantitatively by the boundary layer model. Since the presence of fluid flow in our experiments will influence the microstructure selection at low velocities, the boundary layer model will be used to analyze experimental results.
Experiments were carried out in the Pb-Bi system over a wide range of compositions, temperature gradients, and growth velocities to characterize the primary ␣-to peritectic ␤-phase transition that occurs at very low and very high velocities. We shall first develop the relationship between velocity, temperature gradient, and composition for the ␣ to ␤-transition under diffusive growth conditions, and then characterize the influence of density driven convection in the liquid on the low velocity transition. The critical condition for the low velocity transition, which also corresponds to the growth of ␣-and ␤-phase interfaces at or close to a single isotherm, is determined experimentally. This transition occurs under very specific conditions of composition, temperature gradient, and growth velocity under diffusive growth conditions. When convection effects are present, the transition condition is found to depend also on the fraction solidified. It is shown that the criterion based on diffusive growth is satisfied when the nominal alloy composition is replaced by the bulk composition that is a function of fraction solidified. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The phase diagram of a typical peritectic system, with notations used in this article, is shown in Figure 1 (a) and the phase diagram for the Pb-Bi system [29] is shown in Figure 1 tubes using an atmosphere of purified argon. The top and bottom of each sample blank were chemically analyzed by ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid (EDTA) titration to determine the extent of macrosegregation. In the unidirectional solidification apparatus used in this study, the sample tube remains stationary and the temperature gradient is set up by the temperature difference between the furnace and a cooling chamber. The furnace and cooling chamber are moved upward by the drive mechanism at the desired velocity until the required solidification fraction is reached, at which time the sample is quenched, sectioned, and examined metallographically.
During the unidirectional solidification experiments, the temperature gradient in the sample was controlled by the temperature of the furnace since the cooling chamber temperature remained relatively constant. The furnace was maintained at one of the following temperatures: 300 °C, 450 °C, 650 °C, 750 °C, or 900 °C. The effect of different furnace temperatures on the temperature gradient in liquid at the advancing interface was first determined for different nominal alloy compositions. The relationship between the temperature gradient and furnace temperature was found to be linear for all alloys examined and was found to be a weak function of the growth velocity for a given furnace temperature.
The first 3 cm of the samples were solidified at a high rate (500 m/s) to avoid initial thermal transients and ensure a steady-state thermal profile. The sample was then stopped and allowed to equilibrate. Unidirectional solidification was then carried out at the chosen rate until the desired fraction of the sample was solidified at which time the sample was quenched to preserve the interface structure. A longitudinal section containing the interface was prepared to determine the distance, , between the primary and peritectic phase fronts. Micrographs were taken from samples that were first polished through 0.3-mm alumina and then etched using a 2 pct nital solution. Later samples were polished through 600 grit SiC and then electropolished. Phase contrast was sufficient in the as-electropolished condition for optical metallography.
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III. RESULTS
A. ␣ Dendrite-to-␤ Dendrite Transition at High Velocity
In these experiments, the ␣ dendrite-to-␤ dendrite transition was examined for Pb-33 wt pct Bi alloys. shows the changes in interface morphology with growth rate at G ϭ 22.1 K/mm. For V ϭ 25 m/s (Figure 2 
B. The ␣-to ␤-phase Transition at Low Velocity
The effect of low growth rate on the ␣-to ␤-phase transition is shown in Figure 3 for the Pb-30 wt pct Bi alloys directionally solidified up to a volume fraction of f s ϭ 0.57 at G ϭ 32 K/mm and velocities ranging from 0.75 to 2.5 m/s. For V ϭ 2.5 m/s, the dendritic ␣ phase solidifies ahead of the nonplanar ␤ phase, as shown in Figure 3 (a). As the velocity decreases to V ϭ 1.5 m/s, the ␣ phase changes from dendritic to cellular, and the cellular front still leads the now planar ␤ phase, although the length , between the ␣ and ␤ phase fronts, is observed to decrease ( Figure 3(b) ). With continued decreases in velocity, a critical velocity for the ␣ to ␤ phase transition, V tr , is reached at which the value of approaches zero, i.e., the ␣ phase and the ␤ phase solidify at the same front. Aligned two-phase growth of ␣ and ␤ phases is shown in Figure 3 (c). When V Ͻ V tr , the ␣ phase ᐉ ᐉ is completely suppressed and the solid-liquid interface is single-phase planar ␤, as shown in Figure 3 (d).
C. Primary Dendrite and Cell Length
To examine the microstructural changes that lead to the transition, the variation of the length, , which is the distance by which the primary ␣ dendrite or cell tip leads the ␤ phase front, was measured. These studies were carried out for several alloys near the peritectic composition as a function of growth rate, temperature gradient, and nominal alloy composition at a fixed solid fraction of 0.57. The critical conditions were then determined for which approaches 0.
The variations in as a function of V, G, and C 0 were examined experimentally, and they are organized in the following four ways: (1) (ᐉ) nature of the plot, exhibited by the 1.5-m/s data, would be expected to hold for higher velocities.
The variation in with V, G, and C 0 can be examined from a simple relationship:
, where T ␣ and T ␤ are the temperatures of ␣ and ␤ fronts. For dendritic growth, the tip temperatures do not vary appreciably over the velocity regime examined in this study, so that is inversely proportional to G, and one obtains a linear relationship on a log-log plot. For cellular structure, the cellular tip temperature is given approximately by T L -GD/V, so that a nonlinear relationship between and V is expected. The value of also decreases as the composition is increased since the cell tip temperature decreases under constant V and G conditions.
Extrapolations of to 0 in Figure 4 give the transition conditions at which the ␣ and ␤ phases coexist at the same inter-
The values of the critical transition velocity, V tr , at which are plotted in Figures 5(a) and (b) as a function of G and C 0 , respectively. With the exception of the data point from the lowest gradient experiments, a linear relationship between log (G) and log (V) is observed in Figure 5 (a) with a slope of 1, which shows that the transition condition can be represented as (G/V) tr ϭ constant for a given composition of Pb-30 wt pct Bi alloy. The deviation of the low gradient data point results from the influence of convection on the solidification process, as discussed later. The experimental data for the dendrite and cell length are given in Table I , which also shows that the ␤ phase is planar in intercellular regime and nonplanar in interdendritic regime.
We now combine the results of critical velocity for transition, shown in Figure 5 , by plotting (G/V) tr vs composition, which is shown Figure 6 . Linear regression yields the transition condition as [1] Equation [1] shows the relationship between G, V, and C 0 that is required for the two phases to be present at the same temperature, or for the transition from primary ␣ to primary ␤ phase. When the two phases were aligned, the temperature of the interface was found to be close to the peritectic temperature. Experimental studies were carried out to measure the tip temperatures of cells and dendrites as a function of velocity for f s ϭ 0.57 and G ϭ 21.5 K/mm. Calibrated thermocouples were first placed in the samples. The sample along with the thermocouple was quenched when the required volume fraction was reached. The position of the thermocouple bead was then observed on the longitudinal section. The distances between the thermocouple bead and the ␣ and ␤ interfaces were then measured and the temperatures of the ␣ and the ␤ fronts were calculated from the thermocouple trace at these distances. The results are shown in Figure 7 . The ␣ phase consisted of cells or mixed cells and dendrites, and the ␣-tip undercooling is proportional to (1/V) in the cell regime, as predicted by Bower et al. [30] A similar increase in temperature is observed initially for the ␤ phase in the cellular region, but the temperature decreases as cells transform to dendrites. It is seen that the temperature at which both the phases are aligned is close to the peritectic temperature.
D. The Effect of Convection
All experimental results presented so far were carried out for f S ϭ 0.57. Since the alloy system is convective, experiments were also carried out at different volume fractions of solid to examine the influence of macrosegregation induced by convection on the selection of the leading phase. In these experiments, the fraction solidified was varied from about 0.2 to over 0.9 for G/V values that were close to the condition required for , i.e., when the deviation from linearity was observed during the determination of the transition velocity. Figure 8 shows the effect of fraction solidified on the interface morphology for a Pb-30.0 wt pct Bi alloy solidified with G ϭ 17.8 K/mm and V ϭ 0.75 m/s. In Figure 8(a) , at a solid fraction of 0.29, primary ␣ cells lead a planar ␤ interface by a distance . In Figure 8 (b), at a solid fraction of 0.53, has decreased to 0.25 mm and the volume fraction of ␣ has also decreased, indicating an increase in Bi concentration. At a solid fraction of 0.73 (Figure 8(c) ), the composition has increased to the point that the critical conditions for growth of the ␣ and ␤ at a single interface have been exceeded and single phase, planar ␤ is observed. In Figure 8 where the ␣ structure was cellular, indicating greater convection and macrosegregation than at the higher speed where the ␣ structure was dendritic. In an attempt to reduce convection and macrosegregation, the sample diameter was reduced from 6 to 2.5 mm. This reduction in diameter resulted in an overall lengthening of the leading primary phase at both velocities due to a decrease in the temperature gradient caused by the presence of the steel sample tube. However, when the data are normalized with the temperature gradient, the rate of change of primary phase length is constant for fixed volume fraction and velocity, as shown in Figures 10(a) and (b) , so that the convection effects were not altered significantly for the two sample diameters used. The dependence of on f s is obtained as Table II . The samples were taken at a fixed distance of 1.5 mm ahead of the ␣ dendrite front, which is outside the boundary layer. The results show that the average composition at a given distance from the ␣ dendrite tip increases significantly as the fraction solidified increases. This increase in bulk composition with fraction solidified demonstrates the presence of convection in our experiments.
Gᐉ vs f s
IV. DISCUSSION
A. ␣-to ␤-Phase Transition Criterion
We have examined the dynamical process that led to the transition from the leading primary ␣ phase to the ␤ phase. At the transition point, both ␣-and ␤-phase fronts have been shown to be present at the same isotherm. We shall first examine a competitive growth criterion of phase selection, proposed by Jackson, [31] which is based on the relative temperatures of the ␣ and ␤ fronts. According to this criterion, if one calculates the interface temperatures for the ␣ and ␤ phases for a given set of experimental conditions, then the solid with the higher interface temperature will be stable. Burden and Hunt [32] have used this criterion to show that a eutectic structure will be stable in two regimes, at very low and at very high velocities, with a range of dendritic stability at intermediate velocities. We will examine the applicability of this criterion to the high velocity transition in peritectic systems. We shall next examine the low velocity transition by using an analogy with the coupled eutectic growth.
Interface temperatures for the ␣ and ␤ phases have been calculated using the theoretical dendritic growth model discussed by Trivedi and Kurz. [33] An undercooling term, GD/V, described by Bower et al. [30] is considered for the cellular structure. Figure 11 shows the theoretical temperature profiles for the ␣ and ␤ phases as a function velocity for G ϭ 26.5 K/mm in Pb-Bi alloys of compositions 27, 30, and 33 wt pct Bi. The results show that the ␣ phase is stable within a band of velocities between V 1 and V 2 . Below V 1 and above V 2 , the ␤ phase is stable. The high velocity transition is shown to occur at lower velocities as the composition of the alloy is increased. For a Pb-33 wt pct Bi alloy, the high velocity transition would be expected to occur at V 2 ϭ 100 m/s.
Experimental results show that ␣ to ␤ phase transition occurs at low velocity as well as at high velocity, as predicted by the model. We shall now compare the predictions of the model with the experimental results.
B. High-Velocity Transition
For the high-velocity transition, where both phases grow as dendrites, the theoretical model of the dendrite tip temperature can be used to predict the condition at which both dendrites grow simultaneously. Analytical expressions for the high-velocity transition can be obtained by using the dendrite growth model described by Trivedi and Kurz. [33] Equating the dendrite tip temperature for the two phases gives
where Iv(P i ) is the Ivantsov solution, T Li the liquidus temperatures, ⌬T o i the freezing range of the alloy for linear solidus and liquidus lines, and the Peclet numbers P i ϭ VR i /2D, in which R i is the tip radius of the ith phase with i ϭ ␣, ␤. The preceding results relate the Peclet numbers of the two phases, whose individual values can be obtained by using the dendrite tip selection criterion [33] [4]
where i * is the stability parameter for the ith phase. The values of the Peclet numbers for the two phases can be (c) obtained from the simultaneous solution of the preceding two equations. The corresponding velocity is then obtained from the dendrite tip selection criterion for either phase:
The preceding set of equations gives a relationship between the velocity and composition for which the dendrites of the two phases will grow simultaneously at the same tip temperature. Theoretical calculations, shown in Figure 11 , predict a transition at V ϭ 50 m/s in the Pb-33 wt pct Bi system for G ϭ 26.5 K/mm. The experimental results show ␣ dendrites at V ϭ 25 m/s, whereas ␤ dendrites form at V ϭ 100 m/s, so that the experimental result on both ␣ and ␤ dendrites coexisting at the solidifying interface is consistent with the theoretical prediction at high velocities. At high velocities, the relative contribution of mass transport by convection becomes less so that the mass transport is primarily by diffusion.
C. Transition at Low Velocities: Diffusive Regime
Consider now the condition that corresponds to the experimental observations in which a primary ␣ cell is leading and a planar ␤-phase interface forms in the intercellular region. At the transition condition, a planar ␤ phase and a cellular ␣ phase will be present, as shown by the calculated temperature profiles in Figure 11 . Furthermore, our experimental results show that a planar ␤ phase first forms behind the cellular ␣ phase, and it approaches the cellular ␣ front as the growth conditions are changed. At the transition condition, ␣ and ␤ phases are aligned with a macroscopically flat interface.
The competitive growth model at low velocity is not accurate since the assumption of independent growth of each of the phases is not valid. [34] We shall thus consider the formation of the ␤ interface directly from the liquid in the intercellular ␣ phase. When the ␤ phase forms sufficiently behind the ␣-cell tip where the Scheil equation is satisfied, the concentration gradient in the liquid at the ␤ interface will be given by (G/m ␣ ). The constitution supercooling criterion shows that the intercellular ␤ phase will be planar when m ␤ /m ␣ Ͻ 1, which is satisfied in the Pb-Bi system. The temperature of the ␤-phase interface, T ␤ , for large can be obtained from the flux balance at the interface [6] The second term in the bracket gives the ratio of the cell tip undercooling and the freezing range (liquidus -peritectic temperature) for the ␣ phase. The temperature, T ␣ , of the ␣-cell tip is obtained by using the model of Bower et al. [30] as [7] The temperature difference between the cellular ␣ and the planar ␤ phase interface gives the value of , which is obtained as
We now examine the condition when the ␤ interface approaches the ␣ interface, i.e., the length, , goes to zero, and the temperatures of the two interfaces are equal. Thus, when the ␣-cell tip temperature approaches the peritectic temperature, T ␤ will be close to Tp, as observed experimentally (Figure 7) . Since (Tp -T ␤ ) is much smaller than (GD/V), the transition condition for is obtained as
The preceding result is precisely the same as that obtained by Boettinger [2] for the growth of a planar two-phase interface in a peritectic system, and it is also obtained from the requirement that the constitutional supercooling at the two-phase interface is zero, as discussed by Mollard and Fleming [35] for eutectic growth in off-eutectic alloys. Substituting the values of the constant for the Pb-Bi system (see Table III This result is very close to the experimental result given by Eq. [1] .
For steady-state growth, the average composition in the solid must be equal to the nominal alloy composition. Since the composition in the cellular ␣-phase solid is smaller than the nominal alloy composition, ␤ phase will have a composition higher than the nominal alloy composition. Consequently, the competitive growth model that requires an independent growth of a stable planar ␤ phase with the same composition as the nominal alloy composition is not applicable. Also, both the phases in a peritectic system reject solute so that most of the solute transport in a peritectic system occurs in the growth direction. However, the composition differences in the two solid phases require some lateral solute transport in liquid from the ␣-to the ␤-phase interface. The concentration at the ␣ interface will thus be slightly higher and the phase diagram shows that this condition corresponds to the interface temperature that is slightly above the peritectic temperature. Another important point to emphasize is that the ␣ phase consists of an array of cells, so that the microstructure at the transition condition will consist of rods of ␣ in the ␤ matrix.
Although the theoretical relationship predicted by Eq.
[9b] is very close to the results observed experimentally, a quantitative comparison requires modification due to fluid flow effects that are present in our experiments. We shall thus examine how the critical condition for the ␣-to ␤-transition is modified when convection effects are taken into account.
D. The Effect of Convection
Our experimental results have shown the presence of significant convection in the melt. It was shown that the length, , the ␣-and ␤-interface temperatures, and the composition of the quenched liquid were functions of fraction solidified. By using the boundary layer model, the far-field composition in the liquid, C B , increases with f S , which can be described by the modified Scheil equation [10] in which k e ϭ C s /C B is the effective distribution coefficient whose value for the Pb-Bi system can be obtained from the experimental results given in Table II . Substituting C B for C 0 in Eq. [9a], the critical transition condition becomes [11] For diffusive growth, k e ϭ 1, so that the preceding criterion becomes equivalent to the criterion for diffusive growth, given by Eq. [9a]. The preceding equation shows that the transition condition depends not only on G, V, and C 0 but also on f S through C B , as observed in our experiments.
E. Comparison with Experimental Results
We shall first show that the boundary layer model agrees with several experimental observations. The measured bulk composition as a function of fraction solidified, given in Table II , is plotted in Figure 12 and agrees with Eq. [10] for k e ϭ 0.93, which indicates that the convection effects cause increase in liquid composition ahead of a cellular interface, which is small but significant.
Substituting the values of k e and the system constants, Eq. [11] for the transition condition becomes [12] We now examine the ␣-to ␤-transition condition, obtained experimentally for f s ϭ 0.57. For this condition, Eq. [12] becomes [13] This result is very close to the experimental result given by Eq. [1] 
to the inaccuracy in the phase diagram parameters, we examine the ratio of the constants, which eliminates D, so that the value of this ratio depends on m ␣ and m ␤ , slopes of ␣ and ␤ liquidus, and the liquid composition at the peritectic temperature. The theoretical value of this ratio is 36.62, whereas the experimental value is 35.46, which is very close and within the experimental scatter. We now examine the transition condition as a function of volume fraction for another set of experiments carried out at V ϭ 0.75 mm/s and G ϭ 18 K/mm. Equation [12] also predicts the transition to occur at f s ϭ 0.60, whereas the experimental value of f s ϭ 0.64 is obtained from Eq.
[2a], which is close to the predicted value.
The preceding result shows that the effect of convection on the ␣-to ␤-transition can be described by Eq. [11] , and physically, it shows that the diffusive growth criterion given by Eq. [9a] is satisfied when the bulk composition at the volume fraction reaches the composition predicted by the diffusive growth model.
F. Morphological Diagram
The selection of different morphologies of the ␣ and the ␤ phase in a peritectic system is often represented on a morphological diagram [2] in which (G/V) is plotted vs nominal alloy composition. This diagram is based on steady-state growth, and it also assumes that the morphology of the trailing ␤ phase is governed by the independent growth of the ␤ phase from the liquid. This assumption is not satisfied in reality since the composition profile ahead of the ␤ phase is different in the intercellular/interdendritic region, and a proper criterion for the morphology of the ␤ phase needs to be developed. We shall first present the basic features that are valid for diffusive growth, then show the changes that should be made due to the presence of convection, and finally discuss a proper criterion for the ␤-phase morphology.
Consider first the leading phase only. For steady-state growth under purely diffusive regime, the stability of a planar ␣ or ␤ phase is given by the linear stability analysis of Mullins and Sekerka. [36] For low velocities, this stability criterion for the ith phase, where i ϭ ␣ or ␤, can be approximated by the modified constitutional supercooling criterion, [8] which, for linear solidus and liquidus lines, can be written as [14] where K i are the thermal conductivities of solid ␣ and ␤ phases, and G is the temperature gradient in the liquid at the interface.
Equation [14] can be represented on a G/V vs C 0 plot for the ␣ and the ␤ phase, as shown in Figure 13 . Within the composition range 0-C p␣ , the leading planar ␣ front is predicted for all points that lie above the line oa, and the leading nonplanar ␣ phase forms below the line oa. Within the composition range C p␤ to C p , the leading ␤ phase is planar above the line bc and nonplanar below the line bc. The extensions of these lines are shown as dotted lines in which metastable phases could be present at the leading interface.
The condition for the transition from a leading cellular ␣ to a leading planar ␤, given by Eq. [9a], is given by the line ab, shown by the hatched region. Note that this transition condition relates (G/V) with C 0 , so that for a given nominal alloy composition, there is a fixed value of G/V at the transition where both phases are present at the same isotherm and the ␣ phase has a rod microstructure. The preceding condition for the leading ␣-to ␤-phase transition is for diffusive growth only. Convection effects modify the planar front stability condition as well as the ␣-to ␤-transition condition. In this case, it is preferable to plot G/V vs bulk composition in the liquid, as shown in Figure 14 . For a convective regime, under the same (G/V) condition, there is no unique composition for the transition since the transition depends on C 0 as well as f s . In this case, the transition will occur when the bulk composition becomes larger than C 0 *, as shown in Figure 14 . Thus, ␣-to ␤-transition will occur for any C 0 Ͻ (C 0 *), when the bulk composition becomes larger than C 0 *, and this transition occurs when the solidification fraction follows the condition: [15] Conceptually, for a given C 0 , the convection effect increases the bulk composition so that the transition occurs when the
bulk composition of the liquid corresponds to the composition predicted by the diffusive model. The bulk composition increases and the path of solidification moves horizontally across the composition axis as solidification proceeds. An alloy of initial composition C 0 , solidifying under initial growth conditions (G/V), shown as a filled circle in Figure 14 , will move toward higher composition due to the increase in the bulk concentration as the solidification progresses. Thus, initially, a planar ␤ phase will be present behind a nonplanar ␣ phase, which then undergoes the low velocity ␣-to ␤-transition when the bulk liquid composition crosses the critical transition condition given by the line ab. As the solid fraction is increased further, planar ␤ front grows until the bulk composition crosses the line bc when the ␤ phase becomes nonplanar. This sequence of microstructure changes was observed experimentally, as shown in Figure 8 .
We have assumed that the velocity of the interface is the same as the pulling velocity, i.e., a quasi-steady-state condition is present during growth. The actual velocity of the interface initially increases from zero to a slightly smaller value than the pulling velocity, then reaches a nearly constant value, and finally decreases near the end of the sample due to the rapid rise in bulk composition. For a larger fraction solidified, the increase in liquid composition causes a decrease in interface temperature, as found in our experiments. Therefore, toward the end of solidification, the interface velocity would be less than the imposed velocity, leading to the higher value of (G/V). Thus, the solidification path will move slightly upward during the later stages of growth, as shown in Figure 14 , and the nonplanar ␤ will again become planar near the end of the sample.
We now examine the microstructure map, given in Figure 13 , in the region between the compositions C p␣ and C p␤ , where a rich variety of two-phase microstructures exist. In this region, one also observes a non-steady-state structure, i.e., a banded structure, above the line ad where the two phases grow alternately in the growth direction. Such a banded structure is stable only over a narrow range of composition between C p␣ and C p␤ above the line ad, which depends on the nucleation undercoolings of the two phases [9] so that the precise location of the band regime varies from system to system. The convection effect causes a significant change in the structure in this regime. When the convection effects are large, i.e., when an oscillating mode of convection is present, the microstructure consists of a large treelike ␣-phase structure at the center of the sample that is surrounded by the ␤ phase. [11, 13] If the convection is reduced by using finer diameter samples, the convection effect in the Pb-Bi system can be described by a boundary layer model, [14] which predicts a transient banding in which few bands form before the leading ␤ phase takes over. A more detailed study of banding in diffusive and convective growth conditions has been discussed elsewhere. [9, [11] [12] [13] [14] One of the important questions in the morphological diagram is the morphology of the ␤ phase that forms in the intercellular or interdendritic region of the ␣ phase. It has been suggested in the literature that planar ␤ phase will be observed in the intercellular or interdendritic region above the line ob. This is not correct since the microstructure map considers the ␤ phase to grow independently from the liquid, and the condition for a planar or a nonplanar ␤ phase to form in the intercellular or interdendritic region of the ␣ phase should be different from the line ob in Figure 13 . Experimental results, given in Table I , have shown that the ␤-phase morphology is nonplanar in the interdendritic region, and it is planar in the intercellular regime. We have shown earlier that when the primary phase is cellular, the peritectic phase in the intercellular region will be planar for m ␤ /m ␣ Ͻ 1, which is satisfied in the Pb-Bi system, and this is confirmed by the experimental results given in Table I .
Our experimental results show that when the primary ␣ phase is dendritic, interdendritic ␤ phase is nonplanar. In this case, the presence of sidebranches causes variation in composition in the lateral direction and the composition in the radial direction will not be uniform. The concentration profile ahead of the secondary branch will be similar to that at the dendrite tip region so that the composition at the tip of the secondary branch will be higher than that in the center part of the liquid. The composition at the tips of the secondary branches will be governed by the thermal gradient since the interface energy contribution is negligible, so that the composition at the middle in the liquid will be lower than that predicted by G/m ␣ . This concentration in the liquid will approach the concentration at the secondary branch tips when the volume fraction is close to unity, i.e., near the base of the dendrite where the concentration gradient will be given by G/m ␣ . Consequently, the concentration gradient in the interdendritic liquid will be higher than that predicted by (G/m ␣ ), and this increase in the concentration gradient will destabilize the planar ␤ interface. We thus conclude that the morphology of the ␤ phase is planar in the intercellular region and nonplanar in the interdendritic region. Thus, the selection of the morphology of the trailing ␤ phase requires characterization of (G/V) at which the celldendrite transition occurs for the leading ␣ phase, and it is not given by the criterion based on the independent growth of the ␤ phase. Since the cell-dendrite transition is not sharp, and a finite region of (G/V) is present where both cells and dendrites co-exist, [37] one would expect a finite band of (G/V) in which planar ␤ phase will be present between the cells and a nonplanar ␤ phase between the dendrites. Further modeling and experimental measurements of composition in the interdendritic region are required to quantitatively characterize the influence of sidebranches on the concentration gradient in the growth direction at the ␤ interface and on the instability of the planar ␤-phase interface. In addition, a general criterion for the band of (G/V) over which cell-to-dendrite transition occurs needs to be established for precise description of the morphology of the ␤ phase.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Detailed experimental studies have been carried out to examine the phase selection in the immediate vicinity of V tr for the ␣-to ␤-transition in peritectic systems. In PbBi peritectic alloys, the ␣-to ␤-phase transition has been shown to occur at both high and low growth rates. The condition for the low velocity transition under diffusive growth conditions was developed. However, a significant convection in the Pb-Bi system was observed at low velocities that influenced the transition condition. We have examined this transition in significant detail through the measurements of distance between the ␣ and ␤ fronts as a function of V, G, and C 0 at fixed solid fraction, and as a function of solid fraction at fixed values of V, G, and C 0 . The dynamic conditions at which both phases are growing at the same isotherm were quantitatively characterized, and a quantitative expression was obtained for the ␣-to ␤-phase transition.
A theoretical model was developed for both the diffusive and convective growth conditions. For a diffusive growth, under given (G/V), the transition condition occurs only for a fixed composition of the alloy. However, when convection effects are present, the transition can occur over a range of compositions since the bulk composition in the liquid increases with fraction solidified. The effects of solid fraction and composition were shown to be coupled, such that the transition occurs at a volume fraction at which the farfield composition equals the composition required for the transition under diffusive growth conditions. The microstructure map in peritectic systems was modified to include the convection effects in the Pb-Bi system. In addition, it was shown that the morphology of the intercellular or interdendritic ␤ phase is governed by the celldendrite transition condition for the leading ␣ phase, and not by the independent growth of the ␤ phase as assumed in the competitive growth models.
